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BTF NET ZERO DESIGNS



Welcome

Net Zero Homes are quickly becoming the new norm, with 

cities, states, and jurisdictions nationwide setting goals and 

requirements for 100% of new homes to be constructed as 

Net Zero Homes by 2030 or sooner.

Why We Do | What We Do
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Text Box
Welcome to BTF Net Zero Designs, BTF is a small Architectural & Mechanical HVAC design firm: Specializing in space, energy & resource efficient homes. Our customers are typically residential contractors and land owners. We currently offer custom design services and stock home plans of a new kind. As leaders in residential net-zero fossil fuel-free home design, we take pride in pioneering innovative solutions that redefine modern living.  Our firm specializes in seamlessly blending architectural elegance with cutting-edge mechanical HVAC design to create homes that not only inspire but also lead the way towards a greener, more sustainable future. Through meticulous attention to detail and a deep commitment to environmental stewardship, we bring together a comprehensive range of design considerations to craft homes that are as functional and efficient as they are beautiful. Explore our designs and discover how we're shaping tomorrow's homes today.
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"Each BTF plan honors the simplicity of historical homes, the energy efficiency needs of today & the small footprint of tomorrow."                                                          - Gwendolen St.Sauveur, Founder



EASY

CHEAP

BTF MAKES NET ZERO 
FAST, CHEAP & EASY



Our service offering continues to 
grow year after year

Our Ponderosa Pine Stock Plan, under construction on a beautiful site 

Pursuing the future of energy efficient home plans 
since our establishment in 2015

A One Stop Shop
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It’s easier than ever.

BTF is an OFFICAL PARTNER 
of the DOE ZERH program

net zero with btf 
is different





New Does Not Always Equal Energy Efficient
A common misconception is that newly built homes must be
energy efficient. In reality, energy efficiency starts with the
building's shape and window and door placements. Followed
by material selections. Optimal window sizes and placements
offer benefits like air movement, passive cooling and solar
gains for heating and cooling optimization. Building shapes
matter; square, multistory homes are more energy-efficient.
We prioritize factors such as these.

Historical Exterior, Today's Interior
In recent years, elaborate home designs with complicated roof
lines, numerous bump-outs and dormers became common,
despite being expensive to build and maintain. There is a
growing trend to look back at historical homes & farmhouses.
Historical homes used symmetry for efficient layouts and
reduced material usage but lacked modern conveniences.
Kitchens had large fireplaces instead of appliances, there was
no plumbing, and closets were uncommon. BTF blends
historical symmetry with today's needs!

Open Layous
Open layouts are a timeless design trend, offering numerous
benefits such as increased natural light, minimized footprints,
and a sense of togetherness. However, not all open layouts are
created equal.  Advantages are most pronounced in living spaces
like kitchens, living, and dining rooms, where clear lines of view
create openness. Including entryways, laundry rooms, or
bedrooms can compromise privacy. BTF prioritizes
functionality and privacy for your family and guests in our
open layout designs.

Entryways & Mud Rooms
Embrace the importance of a well-designed entryway.
Entryways play a crucial role in trapping dirt, snow, and pollen,
preserving your home's environment by preventing damage to
floors and minimizing allergens. In contrast, an absent entry
space can lead to chaos. At BTF, we prioritize designing mud
rooms & entry spaces for every home to ensure a clean,
organized, and inviting environment.

Let's Talk Shop

Embark on a journey to discover how BTF
integrates sustainable design principles to
create efficient, enduring homes.

Join us in exploring some of the strategies that enable us
to craft homes that are as beautiful as they are sustainable.





BTF Stock Plans
Comparison Table

For more plans, visit our website or drop us a note at info@bitethefrost.com
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